
 

Casting Laminated Switchable Glass 

Make, use and look at smart glass in a whole new way 

A revolutionary and patent pending technology of manufacturing liquid crystal smart glass has been successfully 

developed in Scienstry, Inc. A novel but simple method has been invented to make a series of new products of casting 

laminated switchable glass TM (CLSG) with much better clarity, better strength and durability, better projection quality and 

very low cost.  In comparison with traditional interlayer lamination, the overall cost for manufacturing CLSG is only 1/3, 

and labor and material costs are only10% excluding LC film. The manufacturing method is as simple as 1, 2, 3, that is, 1. 

Sandwich 3G Switchable Film 
TM

 with two pieces of glass and seal edges with tape, 2. Fill cavity with a special 

DayLightCure TM resin, 3. Place the filled panel in a bright area with natural light to cure the resin, click to watch video. 

No special equipment is needed to make the casting laminated switchable glass, click to watch video. All 

processes are conducted in room temperature. Technically, anyone or any glass shop can make any size of casting 

laminated switchable glass in anyplace without any costly equipment. A mass production process is also developed for 

simultaneously making multiple panels with specially designed equipment. A series of CLSG products includes standard 

CLSG, hurricane proof CLSG and bulletproof CLSG made with same process but different DayLightCure resins.  

All CLSG products are suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications, especially suitable for architectural 

applications. Architectural smart glass requires much better adhesion and durability for UV, moisture and temperature 

change. Older generations of liquid crystal smart film and smart glass cannot be used as architectural glass, because of 

weak adhesion between liquid crystal film and interlayer as well as instability for UV, moisture and heat. Several new 

window structures, including multi-layered structures with one layer of CLSG and one or two layers of glass and one or 

two air gaps, are also invented. The new structures are recognized by large US glass companies and famous architectural 

research institutes as new types of glass windows with best energy saving and projection capabilities. The new production 

method and resins with a full UV filtration may be also used to produce regular casting laminated glass without 3G 

Switchable Film, click for video, and the regular safety glass, casting laminated glass, hurricane proof glass and 

bulletproof glass have very low costs in comparison to traditional products. Its low cost and high performance may benefit 

1/3 of 100 billion dollar of world glass industries with many applications. Please visit www.scienstry.us for more 

information with pictures and videos. CLSG may pay itself quickly by advertising and energy saving. This is a great 

opportunity to create or enlarge your glass and/or advertising business with very broad applications and huge market 

demands. This new technology is open for licensing.  
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Building advertising and energy saving 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2V74XaOEaE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esIBAStSRMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THN86JxC1-E
http://www.scienstry.us/
http://www.scienstry.us/products.htm
http://www.scienstry.us/
mailto:info@scienstry.us

